Infosys Direct to Consumer Solution
Implement omni-channel capabilities and reach the consumer directly
Mobility and personalization have
dramatically altered consumer shopping
habits. Manufacturers, especially in the
electronics and apparel segments, have
been successful in selling directly to
consumers online. A recent Forrester1
survey reports that more than a third of
US online consumers surveyed expressed

a preference for dealing directly with
manufacturers. Forrester goes on to
1

predict that, by 2016, more than half
of US retail spending will be influenced
by the Web.
Many CPG majors, especially in the beauty,
packaged food products, and beverages
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segments have already embarked on Direct
to Consumer (DTC) initiatives. Their aim is
to build a stronger brand association with
consumers, execute successful product
launches, and reduce costs. Manufacturers
/ CPG companies with SAP as their ERP
backbone are acquiring multi-channel
capabilities to reach consumers directly.
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Key questions that CPG companies must consider for their DTC objectives
• Will sales process, inventory, and order
fulfillment be fully owned by the CPG company
or will parts of these be outsourced?

• What product categories are best suited for
the DTC model?

Business

• How can we provide consumers a seamless
experience across channels, and resolve
channel conflicts?
• What is the best way to increase customer
engagement and capture customer sentiments?

Technology

• Which technology solution is best suited for
order management and fulfillment?
• How can we leverage SAP or best-of-breed
solutions for multi-channel commerce?

Infosys Solution
As you embark on the DTC journey, Infosys helps you in defining the right strategic multi-channel roadmap to ensure alignment with your
DTC program goals. We also evaluate and recommend the best approach to help you achieve the desired level of business control.
The Infosys Direct to Consumer Solution is designed to be seamlessly integrated into your existing SAP landscape thereby reducing your
total cost of ownership. It is built on the SAP-Hybris integrated architecture, which ensures effective order fulfillment across a complex
network of systems and processes.
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The SAP-Hybris product stack is based on Infosys omni-channel DTC reference architecture and business capabilities.
Channels
Supporting Services

Web Interface

Social Media Sites

Mobile & Other Apps

Kiosks

Recommendation

Store Systems

Recommendation
Services

Site Monitoring
Hybris Web Content Management (WCM)

Web Analytics
E-marketing
& Promotions

Third Party
Services

Hybris Commerce
Integration

Customer Order Management

Store Picking

SAP ECC 6.0 SAP MDM 7.0 SAP APO 7.0

SAP CRM 7.0 / SAP IS-Retail

Hybris Product Stack

ERP & Backend Systems

Hybris Product Content
Management (PCM)

SAP Product Suite

SAP ECC 6.0

SAP APO 7.0

SAP BI 7.0

External Third Party Services

Key Features
Achieve rapid deployment using pre-built solution accelerators based on CPG best practices and apply across project phases
to deliver faster ROI.

Solution Accelerators

Project Preparation

System and
integrated
architecture
diagram

Blueprinting

75+ Standard
business
process flows

80+ pre-identified
SAP-Hybris
third party
interfaces

Realization and Final Prep

Fit-Gap Accelerator160+ leading multichannel best practices
and capabilities and
its fitment with
SAP ECC

Pre-built integration
adaptors

Pre-built demos

Benefits
Improve customer interaction and engagement based on a comprehensive
understanding of consumer behavior
Drive greater customer loyalty through sampling and feedback capabilities,
and effective promotions
Improve customer experience during purchase and delivery
Improve inventory control across fulfillment channels
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Reduce total cost of ownership (TCO)
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